Multimar 26 (M-26)
A Performance-Cruising Catamaran
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company Multimar, had recently
built a Mr. Toad, 20-foot skiff
catamaran, when they approached me to
design a bigger catamaran in the mid-1980s.
We wanted the boat to fit into the new
Micro-multihull racing class, but to serve
more as a performance cruiser than singlepurpose, stripped-out racing machine. From
reports on the race course and off, it appears
the boat has served well, and Mutimar went
on to build a handful of modified versions.
The prototype would be built in
wood-epoxy with cold molded bottom and
tortured plywood topsides. To increase
interior space while adding little weight, I
employed hulls with upside-down bell-shaped
sections, allowing for a narrow waterline but
then flaring out to a chine to provide interior
volume and notable added width in the hulls.

This approach had been used for
decades by designers like Derek Kelsall
and John Shuttleworth, but I went a
little more radical than what had been
done before. It seems that this flare was
not excessive. The chines don’t pound
and provide both dynamic lift and a lot
of reserve buoyancy to the bows when
the boat is pushed hard.
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The cockpit has been kept open, as the boat is really too small to develop a bridge-deck cabin,
but the chines make the individual hulls surprisingly beamy at berth level, so each features a double
berth forward. The motion is dampened for berths situated in the hulls, compared to those placed
up higher on bridge decks. One hull contains a single berth aft, the other an enclosed head. A galley
and a nav station sit amidships. She is surprisingly roomy for such a small catamaran. There is not
quite standing headroom, except uder the companionway hatches, but one can easily move fore and
aft bent somewhat, and there is very generous sitting headroom throughout each hull. The cockpit
is roomy enough to let a couple sleep out under the stars or a boom tent.
The large open cockpit
and deck layout also are ideal for
active sailors. The crew is safely
contained in the cockpit while
handling sails, even reefing. The
rig is mainsail dominated, with a
high-aspect, self-tacking fractional
staysail for heavier airs, and a
masthead jib for lighter winds.
The boom gooseneck is low to
the deck to reduce compression
loads across the column.
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The cockpit sole was originally designed
as a trampoline, like a beach cat, but Multimar
chose to build all their boats with solid cockpits.
Added weight to the aft end of the boat made her
squat a bit at anchor, but the sterns still rested
well above their designed waterlines, and she
leveled out nicely underway when the sails filled
and pressed both sideways and forward. We
eventually altered the lines, basically widening
and adding buoyancy to the hulls aft, allowing
Multimar to extend the length of the boat, and
they built versions to 29 feet, the maximum I felt
possible without originating a new, larger design,
which would feature standing headroom.
Options include fixed keels or swinging
centerboards. MultiMar’s boats all featured
keels, which avoid any problems with board
trunks and allow the boats to easily dry out on
the hard without damaging the hull bottoms.
I wouldn’t mind spending a few months
at a time cruising on a boat like this.

Multimar 26 Statistics:
LOA:
LWL:
BOA:
Displ.:
Sail Areas:
Main:
100% jib:
Stays’l:

26'-3";
24'-6";
19'-0";
2,800 lbs;
237 ft.²
174 ft.²
88 ft.²

8.0m
7.7m
5.8m
1,270 kilos
22.0 m²
16.1 m²
8.2 m²
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